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Abstract: Evolutionary psychology has been proposed as a metatheory for the social sciences. In this paper, the different ways in which scholars have used the concept of a metatheory in the field of evolutionary psychology is reviewed. These different ways include evolutionary psychology as a unification of different subdisciplines, as a nomological network of evidence, as Lakatosian hard core, as a tool for conceptual integration, and as a theory that addresses the major issues in the social sciences. It is concluded that evolutionary psychology has been successful as Lakatosian hard core, that is, it has been fruitful in generating new hypotheses. However, it has been less successful in unifying different subdisciplines. It is also concluded that evolutionary psychology needs to broaden its scope by including insights from evolutionary developmental biology in order to become a unifying framework for the social sciences.
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Introduction

Evolutionary psychology is psychology that is informed by theory and research of evolutionary biology, with the idea that knowledge about the evolutionary background of psychological phenomena will contribute to the understanding of these phenomena (Cosmides, Tooby, & Barkow, 1992). The main tenet of evolutionary psychology is that the mind consists of a set of information-processing mechanisms, which have evolved by natural selection. These mechanisms are adaptations that are functionally specialized to deal with problems in particular circumstances, and therefore must be content-specific and richly structured (Tooby & Cosmides, 1992).

It has been argued that evolutionary psychology may provide a metatheory for psychology and the other social sciences (Buss, 1995; Cosmides, Tooby, & Barkow, 1992). Evolutionary psychology is considered to be an overarching theory whose principles can be applied to all fields in the social sciences (Duntley & Buss, 2008). In the present article, I review the different ways in which researchers have used the concept of a metatheory in the field of evolutionary psychology. In addition, I evaluate whether these attempts have resulted in the desired metatheory for the social sciences.
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**Different Ways to Use Evolutionary Psychology as a Metatheory**

Several authors have contributed to the discussion on the metatheoretical status of evolutionary psychology. In this section I give an overview of these contributions, and I discuss whether these contributions are useful in achieving the desired metatheory for the social sciences.

**Evolutionary Psychology Can Unify Different Subdisciplines in Psychology**

Buss (1995) argued that evolutionary psychology could be a metatheory for psychology. Psychology is currently in conceptual disarray, with each branch, such as social, developmental, or organizational psychology, working on its own mini-theories. There is no overarching theory that integrates or unites the empirical findings in the different subdisciplines. Behaviorism used to be a metatheory for psychology, but explaining human behavior and cognition only by stimulus-response relationships appeared to be a too simple picture of how the mind works (e.g., Seligman, 1970). In response to behaviorism, cognitivism arose and claimed that the human mind consisted of information-processing mechanisms that could be compared to the working of a computer. But also the mind-as-a-computer appeared to be an oversimplified metaphor (e.g., Searle, 1990). Evolutionary psychology may fill the remaining hole by offering the process of natural selection that applies to any part of nature, as a unifying construct in social science.

The metatheory of evolutionary psychology that Buss (1995) proposed, consists of a hierarchy of levels of analysis. At the top of the hierarchy is general evolutionary theory, as represented by inclusive fitness theory (Hamilton, 1964). Inclusive fitness refers to the fitness of a genotype measured not only by its effects on an individual who possesses the genotype, but also by its effects on genetically related individuals. Inclusive fitness theory predicts that organisms behave to maximize their inclusive fitness. Evolutionary psychologists assume that this general theory is correct, and do not test this general theory directly. However, this does not imply that this general theory remains untested. Inclusive fitness theory has been tested by thousands of evolutionary biologists, in field experiments, lab experiments, and with computer simulations; thousands of tests have confirmed inclusive fitness theory, so this theory is broadly accepted by scientists (Buss, 1995).

Evolutionary psychologists do test theories that are derived from inclusive fitness theory, such as the theory of reciprocal altruism (Trivers, 1971) and the theory of parental investment (Trivers, 1972). Buss (1995) referred to these theories as middle-level evolutionary theories. From these middle-level theories, specific hypotheses and predictions can be derived. These predictions can be tested by "normal" scientific procedures, such as experiments, questionnaire methods and psychophysiological techniques.

Buss (1995) outlined what evolutionary psychology can contribute to research questions on social, personality, developmental, and cognitive psychology. For example, evolutionary psychology may be a fruitful approach for social psychologists that work on the issue of alliance formation and friendships. Based on reciprocal altruism theory, it is predicted that humans will form alliances and friendships with unrelated individuals, but only if the costs are less than or equal to the benefits. In a recent paper, Duntley and Buss (2008) go even further and argued that:
evolutionary psychology also unites the field of psychology with all the other life sciences, including biology, economics, political science, history, legal scholarship, and medicine; it unites humans with all other species, revealing our place in the grand scheme of the natural world. (p. 31)

According to evolutionary psychologists, the key research issue that all psychologists (and social scientists in general) should address is the identification of adaptive problems that humans had to deal with repeatedly over our evolutionary history, in order to learn what the mechanisms of the mind are "designed" to do. This claim is in accordance with Daniel Dennett’s (1995) *Darwin’s Dangerous Idea*, the idea that natural selection is the central process in any complex form alive on earth. Because human behavior and cognition can be considered to be complex, the origin of most human behavior and cognition can be explained by referring to natural selection, including social behavior, community behavior, personality, and psychological disorders.

Today, fifteen years after the publication of Buss' (1995) proposal, how far are we away from a bridge between the different subdisciplines in psychology? Evolutionary psychology as a new approach has been successful, with hundreds of new discoveries that had eluded other psychologists (e.g., Buss & Reeve, 2003). For example, the work of Daly and Wilson (1985) on stepparenthood and the increased risk of child abuse is inspired by and congruent with inclusive fitness theory. However, being empirically successful is not the same as providing a unification of different subdisciplines. In the last fifteen years, evolutionary psychology appeared to develop into a successful approach, but more or less separately from the other subdisciplines. It has become a subdiscipline by itself. Why did it turn out that evolutionary psychology has not been embraced as the metatheory that unites all subdisciplines in psychology?

One major reason is that evolutionary psychology has met with substantial criticism (e.g., Davies, 1996; Fodor, 2000; Lewontin, 1998; Looren de Jong & van der Steen, 1998; Richardson, 1996). For example, Lewontin (1998) argued that we will never know how our cognition evolved, because it is impossible to collect the necessary evidence. Cognition does not fossilize, and our ancestors (e.g., *Homo habilis*, *Homo erectus*) are extinct so we have no recent sister species with which we can compare our cognition. According to Lewontin, these kinds of evidence are necessary to decide whether a given psychological mechanism is an adaptation or not. If it is not possible to collect the necessary evidence, then the whole enterprise of evolutionary psychology will be a failure, and the desired metatheory is still far away. In response to these criticisms, different approaches to evolutionary psychology as a metatheory have been formulated. One is evolutionary psychology as a nomological network of evidence.

**Evolutionary Psychology as a Nomological Network of Evidence**

According to evolutionary psychologists, it is not impossible to provide empirical evidence for the existence of evolved psychological mechanisms. One way to solve this problem is creating a nomological network of evidence (Schmitt & Pilcher, 2004). Evolutionary psychologists collect data from a wide variety of sources, which together provide evidence for the putative adaptation. In order to conclude that a psychological mechanism has evolved by natural selection, Schmitt and Pilcher recommend collecting data from eight different sources. First of all, there has to be a theory, grounded in evolutionary biology, cost-benefit analyses,
and/or computer simulations. The next step is to provide psychological evidence, with methods accepted by psychologists, such as experiments or surveys. In addition, one needs medical evidence, for example from fertility and fecundity studies. Next, physiological evidence is required, for example from neurobiological research. Genetic evidence can be collected by means of behavioral or molecular genetics studies. Phylogenetic evidence can be found by means of comparative or paleontological methods. Hunter-gatherer data can be collected with cultural anthropological research. In addition, cross-cultural evidence can be gathered with ethnological comparisons or with a search for human universals. By collecting data from several sources, a nomological network can support evolutionary hypotheses about the human mind.

For example, Schmitt and colleagues (2003) have argued that there is a sex difference in desire for sexual variety, and that this sex difference is an adaptation. In general, men tend to long for more sexual short-term relationships than women. This hypothesis is derived from parental-investment theory, which is grounded in evolutionary biology. Schmitt and colleagues gathered data from 52 nations on 6 different continents and provided cross-cultural evidence for this hypothesis. There is also ample psychological evidence (based on surveys, behavioral experiments, etc.); comparative studies have shown the same tendency in nonhuman species (i.e., phylogenetic evidence), and physiological studies have indicated that testosterone and morphological characteristics play a role in the manifestation of this adaptation. Many pieces of evidence have been collected so far, although some components of a full evolutionary explanation are missing, but future studies may fill this gap.

This example shows that it is possible to provide evidence for an evolutionary hypothesis, but it also shows that an ambitious research program is necessary in order to create a satisfying nomological network. However, the question remains whether nomological networks of evidence for certain individual hypotheses provide a metatheory for psychology. A nomological network of evidence can provide support for the existence of a psychological adaptation, and this shows that the framework of evolutionary psychology has scientific value. However, such a nomological network of evidence does not show that all other researchers in the social sciences should use evolutionary psychology as their metatheory. A related proposal about evolutionary psychology as a metatheory, based on Lakatosian philosophy of science, may provide insight in this issue.

### Evolutionary Psychology as Lakatosian Hard Core

It has been argued that evolutionary psychology can be a metatheory by providing a set of consensually held assumptions that lead to the generation of new theories and hypotheses (Ketelaar & Ellis, 2000). Philosopher of science Lakatos (1970) called these assumptions the hard core of a metatheoretical research program. The hard core operates like a map - it shows which roads to take and which roads to avoid; it provides heuristics, which narrow the scope of research to a set of plausible a priori hypotheses. The hard core of evolutionary psychology is represented by Hamilton's (1964) inclusive fitness theory, which is assumed to be true. This assumption is not just a belief - it is grounded in the myriad of empirical findings that evolutionary biologists gathered in favor of inclusive fitness theory. The auxiliary hypotheses - the protective belt, in Lakatosian terms - are subject to empirical testing. Metatheories are evaluated by the performance of the protective belt. If the metatheory generates new hypotheses
and explanations, then the metatheory is judged to be progressive; if not it is judged to be degenerative.

As was argued before, evolutionary psychology has been a fruitful empirical approach, with many new discoveries and explanations (Buss & Reeve, 2003). In this sense it has been a progressive metatheory. So if we adopt a Lakatosian view of a metatheory, evolutionary psychology is evaluated as a fruitful metatheory. However, it is still problematic that evolutionary psychology so far is more a subdiscipline on its own, rather than an integrative, overarching theory for the social sciences. This leads to the following intriguing suggestion: the generation of novel hypotheses may lead to the creation of more areas of investigation, which results in the development of more subfields and eventually to an increasing fragmentation of the science, rather than a unification of different fields. Although it is hard to prove this idea, it may lead to the conclusion that a hard core theory that generates many novel hypotheses is not necessarily a metatheory that should be used by all social scientists. A good metatheory is a framework that all social scientists use to evaluate their theories. There are two approaches to evolutionary psychology as a metatheory that have not been described yet, which may offer a way out of the isolation of evolutionary psychology from other scientific disciplines.

**Evolutionary Psychology Provides Conceptual Integration**

It has been suggested that evolutionary psychology may be a metatheory for psychology by providing *conceptual integration*, or *vertical integration*, that is, the principle that all scientific disciplines should be mutually consistent (Cosmides, Tooby, & Barkow, 1992). In the natural sciences, different disciplines are already mutually consistent, for example, the laws of chemistry are compatible with the laws of physics. Cosmides and colleagues argued that in the social sciences compatibility is lacking, leading to theories that contradict each other and leading to theories that may not be feasible from an evolutionary point of view. Conceptual integration may lead to the solution of problems in one's own discipline by adopting methods and knowledge from other disciplines:

Evidence from evolutionary biology can help social psychologists generate new hypotheses about the design features of the information-processing mechanisms that govern social behavior; evidence about cognitive adaptations can tell evolutionary biologists something about the selection pressures that were present during hominid evolution; evidence from paleoanthropology and hunter-gatherer studies can tell developmental psychologists what kind of environment our developmental mechanisms were designed to operate in; and so on. (Cosmides, Tooby, & Barkow, 1992, p. 12)

The proposal that evolutionary psychology can provide conceptual integration has been challenged by Looren de Jong and van der Steen (1998). They argued that evolutionary biology does not provide any laws, such as laws in physics or chemistry. Concepts such as adaptation and fitness are not fixed entities covering general patterns of evolution. Whether one calls a trait an adaptation depends on the criteria that one sets for an adaptation. These criteria are still highly debated in evolutionary biology (e.g., Brandon, 1990). Looren de Jong and van der Steen argued that evolutionary biology is not united at all, and it does not provide causal laws of hard science, so it cannot bring conceptual integration.
Lickliter and Honeycutt (2003) argued that psychology could be conceptually integrated with evolutionary biology, but that conceptual integration failed because evolutionary psychology so far has focused too much on inclusive fitness theory, a gene-centered theory. It would be more fruitful for psychology to focus on developmental systems theory. Developmental systems theorists do not view the gene as the center of evolution, but the whole developmental system at all its levels: molecular, cellular, physiological behavioral and environmental (see also Gottlieb, 2000). A true evolutionary metatheory for the social sciences should not only include inclusive fitness theory, but also an integration of the fields of genetics, embryology and developmental biology.

So far we can draw three conclusions with regard to the metatheoretical status of evolutionary psychology, one positive and two negative. The positive conclusion is that evolutionary psychology has been fruitful as a Lakatosian metatheory that generates new discoveries and explanations. A negative conclusion is that this metatheory has not resulted in a unification or conceptual integration of different scientific areas. This may be a natural consequence of having a successful theory that leads to the generation of novel hypotheses, which in turn leads to new fields of investigation, rather than an integration of fields. Another possibility is that the absence of unification is the result of the scope of the metatheory of evolutionary psychology. The scope of evolutionary psychology is inclusive fitness theory, and this scope may be too narrow to function as a metatheory for the social sciences. So the third conclusion is that if evolutionary psychology is the desired metatheory for the social sciences, then it may be necessary to broaden its scope in order to reach unification of different fields. These preliminary conclusions lead to a last approach to evolutionary psychology as a metatheory: evolutionary psychology is a metatheory for the social sciences if it cannot only generate new hypothesis, but it should also be able to address the main theories, or metaissues in the field, for example, the nature-nurture debate.

Evolutionary Psychology as a Metatheory that Addresses the Major Issues in the Social Sciences

Another approach to evolutionary psychology as a metatheory is that it should contribute to the major issues in the field (Ploeger, van der Maas, & Raijmakers, 2008). With regard to psychology, the major issues can be formulated as:

- Is the human mind mostly modular, or is the mind domain-general?
- What is the influence of nature and nurture on the human mind?
- Does development proceed in stages or gradually?
- How do individual differences arise?

My colleagues and I have argued that the contribution of the current metatheory of evolutionary psychology, that is, inclusive fitness theory, to these major question is too limited. With regard to the first question, evolutionary psychologists have argued that the mind is most likely to be modular, because modularity is a more efficient way to solve problems than a domain-general problem-solver (e.g., Cosmides & Tooby, 1994). However, this argument leaves unexplained the existence of several domain-general abilities (for an overview, see Ploeger et al., 2008).
With respect to the nature-nurture debate, evolutionary psychologists have explained why it is likely that the mind consists of many evolved psychological mechanisms, but they have so far not developed models that can account for the interaction or transaction between the genome and the environment. Evolutionary psychologists have not discussed the question whether development proceeds in stages or gradually, and from inclusive fitness theory alone it is not straightforward how the present metatheory of evolutionary psychology can contribute to this issue. With regard to the question about individual differences, evolutionary psychology so far has focused on discovering human universals, leaving the question about individual differences unanswered (e.g., Tooby & Cosmides, 1990), although there have been some evolutionary psychologists who have tried to address this issue (e.g., Buss, 2009; Wilson, 1994).

My colleagues and I have argued that evolutionary psychology should broaden its scope in order to become a fruitful metatheory that can address all the basic issues (Ploeger et al., 2008). We argued that theories and empirical findings from evolutionary developmental biology should be included in the metatheory, and we showed that this inclusion leads to new insights that contribute to the major debates in psychology. Evolutionary developmental biology is an approach that forges a synthesis of processes operating during individual development with those operating between generations (Carroll, 2005; Hall & Olson, 2003). This approach has led to a wealth of theories and empirical findings that are highly relevant to psychology, but have yet to be integrated. For example, with regard to the question whether the human mind is modular, there has been a lively debate among evolutionary developmental biologists about the role of modularity in evolution. Recent findings have shown that under some specific conditions modularity is more likely to evolve, while under other conditions there will be less modularity (Griswold, 2006). These findings can be used to explain the co-existence of modular and more domain-general structures in the human mind.

With respect to the nature-nurture debate, models that include both genetic and environmental factors have been studied extensively in the field of evolutionary developmental biology. These models can result in new insights for psychology, for example that there must exist a third source of variance, besides genes and environment, that consists of self-organized processes (Molenaar, Boomsma & Dolan, 1993). Research has shown that there is still considerable variation in body weight of mice, although their genetic makeup and their food intake are kept constant (Gaertner, 1990). This points in the direction of a third source of variance, for which models in evolutionary developmental biology provide an explanation (e.g., Kauffman, 1993). In addition, there has been ample research from an evolutionary developmental perspective on stages or phase transitions and their importance for development and evolution (e.g., Stadler, Stadler, Wagner, & Fontana, 2001). Also research on individual differences is abundant in evolutionary developmental biology (e.g., Zhang & Hill, 2005).

Thus, by broadening the scope of evolutionary psychology, it is possible to give a unique view on the major issues in psychology, by integrating psychology and insights from evolutionary developmental biology.
Discussion

It has been argued that evolutionary psychology could be a metatheory for the social sciences (e.g., Buss, 1995). In this paper, an overview of different arguments has been given, and the value of these arguments has been evaluated. Buss (1995) argued that evolutionary psychology could unify the different subdisciplines of psychology that so far have worked in isolation. The metatheory that could establish this unification was inclusive fitness theory (Hamilton, 1964). However, so far evolutionary psychologists have not been able to bridge the gap between different research areas.

First of all, it could be argued that we should not desire to build a metatheory that connects all areas in psychology and the social sciences. It may be impossible to have such as overarching theory, because the different areas in psychology and the social sciences are too specialized and address too many different questions. In addition, mini-theories and individual empirical findings have their own merit, and should not be disregarded.

Second, if we believe that a metatheory is desirable, it could be argued that unification of different disciplines should not be the main aim of a metatheory. Instead, it could be argued that the main aim of a metatheory is to evaluate different theories within a field. For evolutionary psychology, this would imply that its framework can be used to evaluate theories such as Skinner's learning theory, Piaget's developmental theory and Festinger's theory of cognitive dissonance. These theories should be consistent with the principles of evolutionary theory. This idea is closely related to the proposal of Cosmides, Tooby and Barkow (1992), who have argued that evolutionary psychology can provide conceptual integration, that is, it can make the social sciences more consistent with each other and the natural sciences. However, a problem with this view is that evolutionary biology does not provide laws, like physics and chemistry do, and that it is not clear whether evolutionary biology is united itself, so it cannot provide conceptual integration (Looren de Jong & van der Steen, 1998).

Evolutionary psychology has met other criticisms. For example, it has been argued that evolutionary psychologists cannot provide empirical evidence for the theory that the mind consists of many evolved psychological mechanisms, or adaptations (Lewontin, 1998). However, it is possible to provide this evidence by means of nomological networks of evidence (Schmitt & Pilcher, 2004). But this may lead to the argument that a nomological network of evidence does not provide a metatheory, but that such a network can be used to evaluate hypotheses that are related to the metatheory. In terms of Lakatosian philosophy of science, the nomological network of evidence is the protective belt of the metatheory, not the metatheory itself.

It has been proposed that evolutionary psychology should be perceived from the perspective of Lakatosian philosophy of science (Ketelaar & Ellis, 2000). A metatheory from this perspective is defined as a set of consensually held assumptions that lead to the generation of new theories and hypotheses. For evolutionary psychology, these consensually held assumptions are the basic tenets of evolutionary theory, or more specifically, inclusive fitness theory. Because inclusive fitness theory has been confirmed thousands of times by evolutionary biologists, it can be assumed that this theory is correct. Evolutionary psychology has been a fruitful approach to generating new hypotheses (Buss & Reeve, 2003), so in the Lakatosian sense, evolutionary
psychology is a true metatheory. The hard core, that is, inclusive fitness theory, is protected by the protective belt of confirmed hypotheses. However, the hard core of evolutionary psychology has not led to the unification of different fields. It may be that the generation of novel hypotheses leads to the creation of more different areas of investigation, and thus to more fragmentation, instead of unification.

A last approach to evolutionary psychology as a metatheory is based on the idea that a metatheory should contribute to the major issues in a field. Ploeger, van der Maas and Raijmakers (2008) have argued that inclusive fitness theory alone cannot provide a satisfying contribution to the major issues in psychology, but that evolutionary psychology needs to broaden its scope. Possibilities are the inclusion of dynamical systems theory (e.g., Kenrick, 2001), evolutionary game theory (Nowak, 2006), evolutionary cognitive neuroscience (e.g., Platek, Keenan, & Shackelford, 2007), and evolutionary developmental biology (e.g., Ploeger et al., 2008). We have focused on the last approach, and we have shown that if evolutionary psychology is willing to include theories and empirical findings from evolutionary developmental biology, it can give a unique view on the major issues. If evolutionary psychology can give answers to the questions that have occupied the minds of psychologists for so long, it may truly become a unifying framework for the social sciences.
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